Rate code and temporal code for frequency of whisker stimulation in rat primary and secondary somatic sensory cortex.
We recorded responses to frequencies of whisker stimulation from 479 neurons in primary (S1) and secondary (S2) somatic sensory cortex of 26 urethane-anesthetized rats. Five whiskers on the right side of the snout were deflected with air puffs at seven frequencies between 1 and 18/s. In left S1 (barrels and septa) and S2, subsets of neurons (5%) responded to whisker stimulation across the entire range of frequencies with > or = 1 electrical discharges/ten stimuli (full responders). In contrast, 60% of the recorded cells responded above threshold only at stimulus frequencies below 6/s and 35% remained subthreshold at all frequencies tested. Thus, the full responders are unique in that they were always responsive and appeared particularly suited to facilitate a dynamic, broadband processing of stimulus frequency. Full responders were most responsive at 1 stimulus/s, and showed greatest synchrony with whisker motion at 18 stimuli/s. The barrel cells responded with the greatest temporal accuracy between 3 and 15 stimuli/s. The septum cells responded less accurately, but maintained their accuracy at all frequencies. Only septum cells continued to increase their discharge rate with increasing stimulus frequency. The S2 cells discharged with lowest temporal accuracy modulated only by stimulus frequencies < or = 6/s and exhibited the steepest decrease in discharge/stimulus with increasing stimulus frequency. Our observations suggest that full responders in the septa are well suited to encode high frequencies of whisker stimulation in timing and rate of discharge. The barrel cells, in contrast, showed the strongest temporal coding at stimulus frequencies in the middle range, and S2 cells were most sensitive to differences in low frequencies. The ubiquitous decline in discharge/stimulus in S1 and S2 may explain the decrease in blood flow observed at increasing stimulus frequency with functional imaging.